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HS-200M HEALTH SCALE 
The Health Scale HS-200M can both weigh the body and measure the height. The 
designation of the product meets the OIML international Recommendation R76. The 
scale has the advantages of large weighing range, accuracy and high sensitivity. It is 
ideal for school nurse’s offices or for doctor’s screening rooms where height and patient 
weight is necessary. It is also can be used for weighing other things. 
 

Specification: 

1. Maximum capacity              160kg/350lb，180kg/400lb，200kg/450lb； 
Graduation                    100g/0.25lb 

   Height rod range                60-210cm 
   Min.value of height per division    5mm 
2. Platform size                   375x275cm 
3. Overall dimension (LxWxH)      530x275x1485mm 
 

Installation Instruction: 
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I. Pillar Installation (Fig.2): 

 
 

1. Upright insert the pillar to the bracket on frame 
2. Use the screws and washer to fix the pillar in a vertical position 

 
II. Connect the steelyard rod to long lever (Fig.3): 
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1. Lay the pillar on a table (Fig.3) 
2. Disassemble the wires on the levers. 
3. Insert the wrench to the small hole in front of the steelyard rod, and pull the 

hook of steelyard rod with the hook of wrench (Fig. 3-1)    
4. Push the long lever frontward, then hook the bearing of the steelyard rod on the 

pivot of the long lever (Fig. 3-2) 
5. Take away the wrench form the draft rod (Fig.3-3) 
6. Put the scale on ground gently 

 
III. Height rod Installation (Fig.4): 
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1. Insert the back side holes of the height rod into the two bolts on the front side of 
pillar, loose the height rod downwards on right position. (Fig.4-1) 

2. Use the wrench to tighten the two hex-head screws. Do not overtighten the 
screws. 

3. Take away the wrench from the two hex head screws. (Fig.4-3) 
 

IV. Moving Wheel Installation (Fig.5): 

  

1. Turn the angle iron of wheel and make one side upwards, the other side with 
two holes opposite to the backside of frame (Fig.5-1) 

2. Use the screws and washers to fix the wheel to the platform, adjust the angle 
iron at a level position, then tighten the screws. 

3. When moving the scale, hold the two side faces of the pillar to keep the front 
side of the platform away from ground. 
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